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FOREWORD
A review of Androscoggin River Control Activities was originally

published in June 1961, it covered the period 1941 to 19EK> inclusive. A
second report was issued April 15, 1964. The third report which
included_the phasing-out of Sulfite Pulp production was printed in

January 1967.
This final report includes abstracts from previous issues and has
been expanded to include· a brief history of the Pulp and Paper
Industry in the Upper Androscoggin River Valley, the Kraft pulp
period and waste water treahnent.

Androscoggin River Technical Committee

The Committee voted to complete its activities and dissolve as of
December 31, 1'¥17. The members of the lffl committee, their
period of service and affiliation are:
Stuart R. Cooper,

1958-1'¥17

Thomas E. Linder,

L. Hanson,

1970-lffl
1974-1977

Oxford Paper Company
Boise Cascade Paper Co.
International Paper Co.
Brown Company

Walter A. Lawrance,

1943-lffl

Chairman

Ear)
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INTRODUCTION
This final Androscoggin River Technical Committee Report
contains:

1.

A. R£OOIU) OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF 'A. WATER STORACE SYST£M FOi\
OON'fflOL OF RIVER FLOW.

2.

A. BNEF HISTORY OF THE PULP AND PA.Pt:R INDUSTRY ALONG THE UPPER
ANDIIOSOOCCIN RIVER,

3.

AN ACX:OVNT OF THE MAINE STATE SUPREME COURT DECUES FOR THE
CONTROL OF WASTE WA.'ID POLLtmON.

4.

POLU.mON ABATEMENT PROCEDUM'S Dtll\lNC THE PERIODS OF SULFITE
PULP A.ND KRA" POLP PRODUCl10N.

5.

INSTALLATION, O~TION A.ND SWDCE D1$POSA.L COS'IS OF WA.S'm
TREATMENT PLANTS.

6.

OOMPARJS()NS OF OONDfflONS OF THE RIVER BEFORE AND o.!"'E YEAR
A.fTER, WA.Sn WATER PRIMA.RY AND SECONDARY TREATMENT.

7.

DESCNPTJONS OF FOAM, BENl'HAL, ODOR, AERATION ANDAQUA.11CLJFE.

8.

PERSONAL OPINION OF PROBABLE OONDfflONS OF THE RIVER IN Tit£
NEAR fVlURE ,

ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER
FLOW CONTROL
The Androscoggin River as it existed in the days of the early settlers
was a rough and rugged stream. From Berlin to the sea, a distance of
136 miles, the river drops 1,090 feet; an average of 8 feet per mile. In
the spring and often in the fall it was a raging torrent, often surging
over its .banks and flooding the lowlands. In many summers the flow
of water became so small that in some areas the river resembled a
brook. (Over forty percent of the annual run-off occurs during the
months of March, April and May.) Under such variable conditions it
is doubtful if the Androscoggin River water was ever pristine pure; it
must have been heaviJy silted during high water and contaminated
with organic debris from the extensive forest areas.
The river, fed by a drainage area of 3,470 square miles, had a
tremendous potential value as a servant of man but to utilize it, the
river's destructive forces had to be harnessed by the construction of
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storage dams at strategic locations. The first dam was built at
Topsham in 1753, and the most recent at Gulf Island in 192.6-1927.
Today 21 dams are in use for the storage of water but not all are for
direct power production.

1ne need for the erection of storage dams in the Upper
Androscoggin Valley was recognized in the early e ighteen hundreds;
Rang)ey Dal!l was built in 1836. Three dams were constructed in the
period 1850-1854; Mooselookmeguntic 1851, Middle Dam 1851, and
Errol 1853. Erection of Aziscohos Dam, 1912, provided the growing·
pulp and paper industry with a larger and more uniform volume of
river water. This dam completed the practical development of
storage in the watershed north of Errol Dam. The forty year old
controversial project, known as 'High Errol Dam,' if completed,
would provide a valuable addition to the water storage system but
very high construction costs and environmental changes in U ml>agog
Lake and vicinity appear to be prohibitive.
Control at the storage dams provides a more ·uniform flow of
available water, however, unusual climatic conditions in the valley
may create large variations of flow in the lower reaches of the- river.
The Auburn gage (U.S.G.S.) record high is 135,000 cfs March 2D,
1936, the major portion was nm off from uncontrolled areas
downstreanj from Errol Dam. The smallest daily averagt> flow during
the 1941 drought was 1092 cfs at Gulf Island Dam on Septt>mber one-.
(About two-thirds of this flow came from storage and one-third from
run-off.)

PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY
A Brief History
Large scale paper making, as we know it, is a relatively modem
development which had its origins in the invention of machines and
the production of adequate supply of fiber from cotton rags, flax, and
later from wood. In 1798 a Frenchman Nicholas Robert invented a
moving screen belt to obtain a uniform sheet of fiber. The method
was not very practical until Henry and Sealy Fourdrinier, (1807},
redesigned it in England. In the same year John Dickenson
introduced the revolving cylinder.
Ground wood pulp process was produced in Germany in 1840 and
was brought to the Unit~ States by Albert Pagenstetcher in 1870 and
it soon became an important source of fiber in North America. A
chemical process using sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was patented in
England by Hugh Burgess in 1852, hut years were required to obtain a
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satisfactory fiber from wood. A soda pulp process was brought to
Berlin, New Hampshire, in lffl by H. H. Furbish.

In 18.57 a Pennsylvania chemist, 8 . C. Tilghman, began
experimenting with sulfurous acid (H2S03) and lime at high
temperatures to remove lignin from wood chips to obtain a useful
fiber. Ten years later he was granted a United States Patent for an
alkali sulfite pulp process. This revolutionary method yielded a
superior fiber and when commercial scale production problems were
solved in the mid seventies, numerous sulfite pulp mills were erected
in America and Europe. Their product dominated the world market
until about 1940 when the production of Kraft pulp surpassed that of
the sulfite process. (cf Page 27)

PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY
Early Development, 1877-1940

ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY
The extensive forest areas, in Maine and New Hampshire and
adequate water for power, attracted venture capital to the Valley for
the development of a reliable supply of lumber and later wood for the
pulp and paper industry. Cround wood and chemical pulps were
produced in other states and expertise was available for the
establishment of viable industries along the Androscoggin River.

BERLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
In 1877 the Forest Fiber Company erected a small mill in Berlin,
New Hampshire, to utilize a soda pulping process. About six tons of
pulp were produced each day and later the output was increased to 25
tons per day. Mechanical difficulties and competition eventually
forced the company to close down.
The first ground wood mill in New Hampshire was erected in
Berlin in 1883 by the White Mountain Pulp and Paper Company. Four
years later the Clen Company purchased the mill. Clen Company
organized in 1885, was processing rags and ground wood into paper
until 1893, when they erected a sulfite pulp mill to provide a substitute
for cotton rags. Five years later, 1898, the company merged with the
International Paper Company which operated the mill until March
1930 when it was closed down.
In 18.52 four partners formed the H. Winslow and Company to
erect a dam for water power and a lumber mill in the Berlin area.
Later the name was changed to Berlin Mills Company and in 1868
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The great depression of the thirties retarded growth of the
company for a few years, 1931-1936, but nationwide recovery
enabled paper production to be increased and later surpass previous
records. However, the very low flow in the Androscoggin River
during 1941 intensified pollution of the water by all three paper
companies to such an extent that it became a major problem.

BUMFORD, MAINE
In. mid-winter 1882 Hugh Chisholm travelled by train from
Portland to Bethel, hired a horse and sled then drove to Rumford
Fa&. Impressed by what he saw, half-mile stretch of falls, rapids and
rocky gorges ·with a large potential for water power, which with
abundant wood resources could be the foundation for developing a
pulp and paper industry. A year later an engineer who was
commissioned to survey the area, estimated the total river fall about
163 feet with an effective potential of about 35,000 H.P. Later 1400
acres were purchased to secure riparian rights. In August, 1890,
Chisholm and associates formed the Rumford Falls Power Company
and began construction for two dams. Buildings were erected by the
Rumford Falls · Sulfite Company and the Rumford Falls Paper
Company. On July 12, 1893, production o( newsprint from ground
wood marked the beginning of the paper industry in Rumford. Five
years later, 1898, the two companies were included in the
International Paper Company conglomerate. During the next decade
the mills were enlarged and sulfite pulp daily production increased
from 40 tons to 140 tons, paper output raised from 60 tons to 200 ton~.
Continental Paper Bag Company erected a mill in Rumford, 1899'1900, and commenced operations April, 1900, producing paper bags
and wrapping papers. In 1923 the company purchased· the
International Paper Company pulp and paper mills in Rumford.
Thirteen years later, 1936, Continental closed operations, dismantled
and moved machines from Rumford. Oxford Paper Company
purchased the ground wood and sulfite mills and named them the
Island Division.
During the eighteen-nineties the paper mills along the
Androscoggin River were manufacturing principally newsprint and a
few other low profit papers. Hugh Chisholm, for many years, had
been associated with the printing and publishing business, envisioned
an integrated mill producing quality book and magazine papers in
Rumford where ample water for power and industry existed. On
December 7, 1899, the Oxford Paper Compar!Y was organized in
Portland and the following day certified by the Attorney General of

Maine.
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Construction of the mill was begun April 1, 1900, and completed in
October 1901. The first cook of soda pulp was started November 9,
sulfite digestor, November 17, and the first paper machine went into
operation on December 21, 1901. The miU had a daily capacity for 110
tons soda pulp, 50 tons sulfite pulp and letter and book papers, 80 tons
a day. February 1902, the company received a valuablecoritract from
the United States Post Office to manufacture 3,000,000 cards a day.
The contract was extended and enlarged for four additional years on
December 31, 190.5.
Early in 1913, Hugh J. Chisholm, son of the Founder, with several
associates organi:zed the Maine Coated Paper Company and erected
a building in Rumford, near the Oxford mill, to coat plain paper
produced by Oxford. February 28, 1922, the Company was merged
with Oxford Paper Company. At the end of the year the daily
capacity of the mill was 100 tons of sulfite pulp, 180 tons of soda pulp,
000 tons of book paper and 60 tons of coated paper.
The great depression, 1931-36, slowed down the national growth of
the paper industry including the mills along the Androscoggin River.
The extent and duration of the recession may he reali:zed by the fact
that the Oxford Paper Company days of operation from 1930 through
1937 were 281, 242, 191, 213, 223, 246, Z72 ·and 303 respectively.
Outbreak of hostilities in Europe, September 1, 1939, stimulated
industrial output throughout North America to such an extent that
paper production, in the Androscoggin Valley, often depended on
the ability to obtain sufficient raw materials, fuel and eventually
labor.

Cyclical growth of the industry was resumed after the great
depression and in 1941 the three paper companies along the
Androscoggin· River: were producing a total of 5800 tons sulfite pulp
each week which caused serious pollution· of the river by waste
products. Due to court orders to reduce odor nuisance and sulfite
pulp production, the use of the sulfite process slowly declined and
finally ceased November 2, 1965.

SULFITE PULP PERIOD
Prior to 1942
Two different alkali bases were used in the sulfite process, sodium
and calcium, but the waste liquors from either base were not
ameniable to economic recovery. Discharge to a river was common
to the entire industry and the mills along the Androscoggin River
were no exception.
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companies with objectives expressed by the Court, to the end that
company managements might be given accurate and unbiased
information to aid them in reaching objectives as quickly as possible,
consistent with the necessity of economic survival.
For many years this Committee considered its chief functions to be
1) to cooperate with regulatory agencies in providing daily river test
data, and odor observations in the Lewiston-Auburn area, 2) to study
the mechanism of and factors affecting biochemical action upon the
wastes in the ~ver, 3) to evaluate all known and many new methods
for treatment of sulfite waste liquor to reduce its pollutional effects;
such methods included heat hydrolysis, furfural production from
hardwood liquors, and lime treatment, to name only a few, which
were considered and found not to be feasible, 4) to evaluate methods
for utilization of waste liquor, and 5) to assist in determining the
degree of abatement necessary, first to minimize the occurrence of
nuisance and then to eliminate it.
With the gradual elimination of sulfite ·pulp production, the
Committee began to study·the changes which the river could undergo
when 1) the production of Kraft pulp became dominant, 2) in-mill
improvements to reduce waste were available and 3) treatment
plants were installed.
The Committee has over the years on many occasions requested
the assistance of the National Council for Stream Improvement; such
help was always generously given.

OBJECTIONABLE ODOR
During the time the Committee was gathering data and
formulating its attack upon the problem, arrangements were made to
obtain information on odor intensity in the area of Culf Island Dam to
be correlated with · sulfite waste discharges, river flow and water
temperature. This program initiated in 1941 was expanded and
placed on a scientific basis starting on June 13, 1943, when the writer
undertook the task of daily odor observations at eight stations in the
Lewiston-Auburn area. These studies have continued throughout the
critical season of each year since that time.
During twenty-three years river odor intensities decreased from a
severe city-wide odor nuisance to a zero level. This was no ·mean
achievement; it required· years of bard ' work, planning, and the
expenditure of many millions of dollars.
Sulfite waste liquor as discharged from a digester is sterile, it
contains, in addition to ligriin compounds which are its chief
component and which have no oxygen demand, wood sugars which
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can serve as nutrients for aerobic bacteria which flourish in river
water. Sulfite waste liquor discharged into a river when the water is
warm enough to sustain bacterial growth, the sugars present are
gradually consumed by the aerobic bacteria which, at the same time,
utilize oxygen dissolved in the water. If this biochemical process
proceeds to the point of complete oxygen exhaustion, then anaerobic
bacteria may become active, as they are capable of obtaining much
of their oxygen requirements from dissolved sulfates in the water. In
the process of breaking down sulfates, anaerobic bacteria liberate
hydrogen sulfide, which was the chief cause of the odor nuisance. In
1941 and occasionally later, hydrogen sulfide in moist air did darken
the paint on some houses near the river. Sulfide concentrations which
could readily be detected in the air and were objectionable, they
were not high enough to be injurious to the public health.
To prevent the formation of hydrogen sulfide it is necessary that
adequate dissolved oxygen is available at all times and places when
appreciable organic substances are present in the river. Androscoggin
River water upstream from Berlin, N.H. contains no industrial
pollution, dissolved oxygen is usually about eighty-five percent
saturation and a five day biochemical oxygen demand of about one
mg/liter or·1ess. Through the entire sulfite pulp period the wastes
from the Berlin mill were discharged direct to river eventually to join
those from the mills in Rumford and Chisholm.
Natural reaeration is an important asset in the Androscoggin, it can
supply oxygen equal to all or a part of the oxygen consumed by
microbial activity.

Power dams were built at points of sudden drop in river elevation,
that is at zones where previously considerable reaeration had taken
place. From the viewpoint of pollution control there are other equally
serious effects caused by the presence of darns, one is the increase in
water retention time, and another is the increase in river temperature
resulting from the greater area of water surface exposed to the heat of
the summer sun. (An increase of temperature decreases the solubility
of oxygen in water.)
One notable example of a power dam which has greatly reduced
the level of dissolved oxygen is Gulf Island Dam, four miles upstream
from Lewiston, which was built in 1926-1927 and at full capacity
impounds 2.5 billion cubic feet of water (increased in 1958 from 2
billion cubic feet), a volume approximately equal to the average
summer in-flow of the river over a IO-day period.
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POLLUTION FACTOR
The chief elements in the control of river pollution were rate of
river flow, reaeration, water temperature, rate and volume of
discharge of sulfite waste liquor. An auxiliary control employed from
1947 to 1960, was the addition of nitrate to provide oxygen to the
water in Gulf Island Pond. (cf page 21.)
Of the factors mentioned above, little control of flow rate is
possible since flow from available storage is generally established to
give maximum sustained water power development. No control is
possible of water temperature. In general, sulfite waste liquor
discharge rate is controllable only by lagooning the strong liquor, or
by reducing mill production rates. One or both procedures were used
from 1947 to 196,;.
The relationship between pollution load and river flow is best
indicated by the Pollution Factor, defined as the number.of tons of
sulfite pulp, the liquor from which is discharged to the river, per
million cubic feet of water flowing, both in the same time interval.
River flow is usually reported as cubic feet per second and pulp
tonnage for control purposes is expressed as pounds or tons per week.
To determine the Pollution Factor for a given week, the tonnage of
pulp produced in that week was divided by the number of million
cubic feet of water which flowed during the week.
Pullutioo Factor does not include changes in effectivt> pollution
load resulting from variable river flows and water temperature. For
· these reasons, at a given Pollution Factor, river conditions are less
favorable when flow is low or water temperature high, than when
flow is high and temperature low. However, summer flows for short
periods are usually uniform and temperatures usually follow a
general pattern; thus these complicating factors, -especially if they are
understood, do not reduce the value of Pollution Factor as an index of
sulfite pollution and as an aid to predicting its effects. A comparison
of Pollution Factors for the June through September periods of 1941
and 1966 shows a decrease from a value of 5.0 in 1941 to zero in 1966,
for the sulfite pollution load on the river.
TIME OF PASSAGE

Another factor employed in the control procedure is Time of
Passage of polluted water in its course down the river. It was essential
that the combined Joad contnnuted by the three widely-separated
mills did not af any time exceed the oxygen resources then existing in
the river, and particularly in Gulf Island Pond. The rivt>r travt>L,; 49
miles from Brown Company's Cascade Mill at Berlin. New
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Hampshire, to Oxford Paper Company's mill at Rumford, Maine, 21
miles to International Paper Company's mill at Jay, Maine, 16 miles to
upper Gulf Island Pond at North Turner Bridge, then 14 miles to Gulf
Island Dam, and finally 4 miles to the Canal in the heart of Lewiston.
Prior to 1961 the Administrator had to estimate tons of permissible
discharge of sulfite waste liquor for each mill during a particular
week, and at times for particular days of a week. He required
information on the time of passage of river water between several
locations, at probable river flows, for the following week during
control seasons.
By remarkable foresight; time of passage information was
obtained two years before the Administrator's control was ins~tuted;
specifically from August 11 to September 6, 1946. During this period
river flows were quite uniform and at normal summer levels.
Advantage was taken of mill shutdowns (Brown Company from
August 12-19, Oxford from August 15 through 16) which gave marked
decreases, then increases, in pollution load at al] points in the 't}Ver
below Berlin. Many determinations were made of the oxygen
consuming capacity of river water at Berlin, above Rumford, at
Chisholm, at several points in Gulf Island Pond, at Gulf Island Dam,
and the Canal in Lewiston. During 1964 the Maine Water
Improvement Commission staff used the Rhodamine dye method to
determine the time of passage of water through the Pond; the results
were inconclusive.
The data obtained in the 1945 survey indicate the times of passage,
with river flows then existing to be:
Berlin {Brown Company) to Rumford (Oxford Paper Company)
2.5 days, Rumford to Chisholm {International Paper Company) 2.5
days, Chisholm to North Turner Bridge 0.5 day, North Turner Bridge
to Gulf Island Dam 9.5 days and Gulf Island Dam to Lewiston 1.25
days. .These results and other research projects which have been
published are listed in the bibliography which accompanies this
report.
Several variables make the determination of the Time of Passage of
water through the Pond difficult and the results suspect. I ) Numerous
tests must be made over a period of several days, 2) Operations of the
power plant at Gulf Island Dam. (Out-flow from the Pond usualJy is
larger than the inflow during the week. Refilling occurs during the
weekend by restricting outflow which may be as low as 500 cfs). 3)
Pollution to the river, frequentl}'. varied from qay to day, and 4) rat~
of flow is not uniform, water near the surface moves faster than that
below twenty feet.

''

CONTROL PROGRAM

Another control factor is the dissolYed oxygen content of the water
at certain critical locations. One of the Administrator's objectives was
to endeavor to maintain sufficient dissolved oxygen at North Turner
to preve~t objectionable odor conditions in the Lewiston-Auburn
area. No other single rapid test gives as much information concerning
the condition of the river as does that for dissolved oxygen content.
Other tests were five day incubations to determine Biochemical
Oxygen Demand, temperature, stability, pH, and hydrogen sulfide.
Tyrosine test for lignin has been employed at a few locations.
The testing program as suggested by the Administrator and
faithfully earned out by the companies has been considerably more
comprehensive than that specified by the Court but the results have
amply justified the effort and expense. The average distance
travelled to obtain river water samples is about 120 miles while the
Thursday sampling program exceeds 200 miles. The cost of river
testing for the sulfite period was approximately $485,000; no public
money has been wed in.this, or in any other, phase of theiwaste liquor
pollution abatement program on the Androscoggin River. All costs
have been paid by Brown Company, Oxford Paper Company and
International Paper Company.
The control program has required close attention each day, weekends and holidays included. Week-ends were often the most critical
times. one reason for this being changes in mill production scheduling
and another the practice followed in operating the generators at Culf
Island Dam which resulted in greatly increased time during which
odor could develop.
LAGOONS
For many years storage in Lagoons at Berlin and Jay was employed
to reduce liquor discharge to the river during the critical summer
months. In 1943, Oxford Paper Company built an experimental
lagoon at Rumford, Maine. Owing to various technical difficulties,
mainly extensive shrinkage of the soil by the waste liquor and
seepage, the lagoon was abandoned after an expenditure of $52,000
by the three companies.

In 1947, International Paper Company, with the cooperation of
Brown Company and Oxford Paper Company, installed a lagoon at
Jay, Maine, which had .a capacity of 22,000,000 gallons. The cost of
construction was $150,000. This lagoon proved to be quite successful
although slight leakage did take place. In 1953, International Paper
Company lined this lagoon with several layers of sand and
16

impervious clays at a cost to them of $16,500:· The lining was very
successful and the lagoon remained tight, it did. however, reduce the
capacity of the lagoon by about 2,000,000 gallons.
Brown Co~pany built two successful lagoons at Berlin, New
Hampshire; the first was excavated in 1951 and the second in 1953.
Another built earlier in 1953 proved unsuccessful because of
excessive leakage and was abandoned. Near the close of the 1954
control season, in September, heavy rain associated with a hurricane
damaged the main lagoon. Repairs were made in the spring of 195.5 at
a cost of $2.5,000. The total cost of construction of Brown Company's
lagoons was ~.000.
At the close of each control season waste liquor was allowed to
remain in lagoons until the Administrator determined that the river
flow and low water temperature should preclude ariy serious loss of
dissolved oxygen; then, each in tum, the lagoons were drained
gradually to the river. With the abandonment of the sulfite pulping
process the lagoons were placed on a stand-by basis and years later
were filled with earth. (In the Kraft process strong waste liquors are
concentrated by evaporation and burned.)
SODIUM NITRATE
Another control procedure during the period 1948-1960 was the
addition of sodium nitrate to the water in Gulf Island Pond. From the
beginning the limitations of the nitrate program as well as its
advantages were recognized. Use of nitrate was not considered as a
pennanent procedure but as one whlch would be very helpful while
plans were being made for conversion to the Kraft process.
Nitrate is in no sense a masking agent and was never so considered.
Its value lies chiefly in the fact that it oontains about 50 percent by
weight of oxygen; aerobic bacteria can utilize this oxygen when the
dissolved oxygen is very low; odor producing anaerobic bacteria do
not function in the presence of adequate nitrate. Thus, when
dissoJved oxygen was on the point of exhaustion in a critical area of
the Pond, nitrate was added to pre\rent bacterial decomposition of
sulfates whlch would have caused development of hydrogen sulfide.
Areas of the Pond whlch required nitrate treatment were located
by means of dissolved oxygen and stability tests. The slow travel of
water through the Pond permitted such testing before the water
reached the critical area where odor nuisance might have developed
if no treatment had been given.
Nitrate was first used in the summer of 1948. With the exception of
1954, when river flow was unusually high and nitrate addition wu
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only 18 tons, usage per season varied from 957 tons in 1950 to 92 tons
in 1960. The total quantity of nitrate used from 1948 through
September l, 1960, amounted to6,694 tons. The cost of nitrate and the
expense of adding it for 1948 through 1960 totaled $002.000. The
i~provement in water quality upstream enabled the permanent
discontinuation of the addition of sodium nitrate to the Pond
September 1, 1960.
During periods of low river flow, the use of nitrate avoided more
drastic reductions in production of sulfite pulp in the three mills and
considerable additional economic loss as well an unemployment. Of
equal importance, nitrate has proved an invaluable tool for the
reduction of odor at times when river flow decreased and/ or
temperature increased unexpectedly.
A search of the literature has disclosed no case of such large-scale
use of sqdium nitrate for the control of pollution. However, certain
canoing companies have used sodium nitrate to prevent the
formation of hydrogen sulfide in their cannery waste storage lagoons.
COURT DECREES COMPLIANCE
Before reviewing the steps taken by the companies to reduce sulfite
pulp production and then eliminate it permanently, reference should
be made to legal actions brought in 1942 and subsequently, in the
State of Maine Supreme Court by the Attorney General, and to the
record of the companies• compliance with orders of the Court.
On the basis of findings of Metcalf & Eddy, as published in Bulletin
No. l of the Maine Sanitary Water Board, the Attorney General of
Maine, on May 29, 1942, submitted to the Maine Supreme ) udicial
Court in Equity an INFORMATION which stated the cause of
recurrent obnoxious odors from the river, was the discharge into the
river of sulfite waste liquor by Brown Company, Oxford Paper
Company, and International Paper Company.
The quantity of sulfite liquor which could be discharged to the
river has been successively reduced by four agreements with the
Court, the SHpulation of December 17, 1942, and Decrees of January
17, 1944, December 5, 1947, and December 30, 1948. The first three of
these actions set maximum limits of weekly combined discharge,
expressed as equivalent tons of pulp, whereas the fourth action, the
Decree of December 30, 1948, set only general limits and gave the
Administrator the right and power to set weekly tonnage quotas
within· certain limits specified in the Decree. The unregulated
discharge in 1941 was that from 5,820 tons of pulp per week. The
fixed maximums set were for 1943, 5,229 tons; for 1944 through 1947,
4,729 tons, and for 1948, 2,970 tons per week. For the years 1949
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through 1965, weekly quotas were established by the Administrator.
Table I and Graph I show for each year, 1941 through 1965, aliowed
tons, tons discharged, percent of allowed tons which were
discharged, and discharge expressed as a percent of that in 1941.
Examination of these figures reveals that, l) 1965 discharges were
only 1.5 percent of that in 1941, 2) actual discharges were below the
permitted amounts, and 3) reductions in sulfite pollution load over
the years have been accomplished at a reasonable steady rate. Sulfite
pulp production ceased November 2, 1965, and for the fast time in
this century the river was free from sulfite waste liquor.
In 1953 officials of the three companies agreed to accept a
suggestion made by the Administrator, that production quotas shall
be based on a Pollution Factor of 1.30 when additional curtailment
was necessary to maintain some dissolved oxygen in the
Androscoggin Pond. The 1948 Court decree set minimum quotas
which were equivalent to a Pollution Factor of 1.75. This voluntary
agreement, pulp production less than quotas for 1958 to 1960 and the
abandonment of the sulfite process in Rumford (1961) and Berlin
(1962) eventually eliminated the severe city-wide obnoxious odor in
Lewiston and Auburn. (cf Table 2 and Graph 2.)
Because the basis of the legal actions taken was the occurrence of
nuisance odors, the real criterion of progress made and final success
in the abatement program is the change in odor factor during the
years of control. Table 2 records odor factors and sulfite pollution
factors for the years 1943 through 1966.
Odor testing started in 1943 and has continued during each ~ntrol
season since that time. Although no systematic odor records are
available for 1941, it is very probable that it was the worst odor year;
hydrogen sulfide was reported as present from Gorham, New
Hampshire, to Lisbon, Maine. The record shows that from 1958 to
1966 objectionable odor was not recorded in downtown LewistonAubum.
In the mid-nineteen fifties high officials in each of the three paper
companies became impressed by the belief that, l) restriction of pulp
production during the summer was necessary but it did not result in
an acceptable water quality, 2) it was questionable that the sulfite
process could be modified to produce a waste water effluent with a
low pollution factor, 3) the production of Kraft fiber would decrease
the pollution discharged to the river, 4) Kraft fiber should enable the
companies to meet the increasing demand for a stronger paper, and
5) the change to Kraft would require years of careful planning and
many millions of dollars. Eventually each company made plans to
phase-out their production of sulfite pulp and phase-in Kraft.
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TABLE I
LECAL RESTRICl'IONS AND COMPIJANCE THEREWITH

.......
la.,...

~

...........,....T_,_.....,....,,
.-....

Lipl

1941
194!
19'3
1944
1~
1948
19'1
UM8
1949
1950
1951
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Total discharge of sulfite waste liquor to the Androscoggin River
calculated as equivalent tons of Sulfite pulp.
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TABLE II

ONrhctH
(......___.A...,.,

1941
1942
1948
1944
1946
1946
1947
1948
1949
1960
1951
1952
1963
1964
1955
1956
1957
1958
1969
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1966
1966

65 (Estimated)
86
67

87
35
47
21
9
12
12
19
12
3

11

10
21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

......

,.,..,
L_
......
,.....
•
n. IL rl•ff watier)
5.1
2.0
1.90
2.60
2.09
2.88
2.07
2.08
1.96

1.90
1.76
1.86
1.60
1.00
1.88
1.13
1.83
0.81
0.60
0.49
0.12
0.13
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.0
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ELIMINATION OF DISCHARGE
of
SULFITE WASTE LIQUOR

The elimination of the discharge of Sulfite waste liquor into the
Androscoggin River, was achieved by the combined effort of the
three pulp companies, during a period of thirty-five years, 1930 to

1965.
March 8, 1930. The Berlin, New Hampshire, sulfite mill of the
International Paper Company, which had a capacity of 60 tons per
day, was shut down permanently.

July 4, UM3. The Cascade Sulfite Mill of Brown Company, which
had a daily capacity of 200 tons per day, was shut down and
remodeled.
January 11, 1958. Brown Company put into operation a new
magnesium base sulfite recovery process, which resulted in the
reduction of sulfite waste liquor discharge to about 25 tons per day,
pulp equivalent. In this process about 90 percent of the sulfite waste
liquor is evaporated and burned for the recovery of heat and
chemicals. This process was abandoned in 1963.

July 2, 1959. The Oxford Division Sulfite Mill of the Oxford
Paper Company, which had a capacity of 160 tons per day, was shut
down permanently on July 2, 1959. This mill was dismantled in order
to make room for a new kraft mill.

June 12, 1961. Oxford Paper Company shut down and
permanently dismantled its Island Division sulfite mill to obtain
space for a new building. This reduced sulfite waste liquor discharge
by 125 equivalent tons per day and brought to an end sulfite pulp
production in the Rumford area.
March 30, 1963. Brown Company closed down completely and
permanently its only remaining sulfite pulp mill. For many years this
mill had. produced bleached sulfite pulp at the rate of 400 tons per day
but for 2't years before its closing, the production rate had h('en
reduced to less than 200 tons per day.
To comply with increasingly restrictive pollution control orders
during summer months, Brown Company converted the sulfite pulp
miU from a soda based pulping process to magnesia base pulping, and
put into operation a chemical recovery system which cost
approximately $5,500,000. Despite this large expenditure the
magnesia process finally was abandoned.

Closing of this mill eliminated entirely the discharge of sulfite
waste liquors to the river in Berlin. For two years prior to shutdown,
the effect of chemical recovery had been to reduce the discharge of
waste liquor to the equivalent of 10-15 tons per day <]f sulfite pulp
production.
With the cessation of sulfite pulping operations in Rumford on June

12, 1961, and in Berlin on M~rch 30, 1963, these previously major
sources of soluble pollutants have been permanently removed from
the river. The only discharge to the river of sulfite waste liquor
occurred in the Chisholm-Jay area and this was limited to 100
equivalent tons per week during the control period until October

196.5.
November 2, 1965. International Paper Company permanently
closed the sulfite pulping mill at Chisholm, thus removing the last
source of sulfite waste liquor pollution discharged to the
Androscoggin River. The closing of this operation brought an end to
one of the important phases of the Technical Committee's work for
the reduction of pollution discharged to the river.

POLLUTION ABATEMENT
IN-MILL
1946-1965
From 1946 to the dose of the sulfite pulp period, 196.5, the three
paper companies were continuously studying procedures and
equipment which would reduce the pollution load to the river. The
waste control programs which were adopted reduced the volume of
water by reuse and recycling, and loss of solids chiefly fiber. In
Rumford the development of improved retention aids lowered the
suspended solids loss from the paper machines in the Oxford Mill.
Brown Company and International Paper Company installed
improved save-alls and a floatation save-all to 1) reduce the loss of
fiber, 2) lower the volume of water, and 3) improve the effluent to the
river.
Over $815,000 were spent by the companies in bark burner and
disposal systems, new type screen systems, white water treatment,
ground wood recovery and other items. Collectively these reduced
the suspended solids previously discharged to the river, by about
18,000 tons per year. These costs do not include the engineering and
chemical studies prerequisite for the installation of the equipment,
nor do they include the expense ($400,000) involved in the conversion
of coal to oil burning operations. This .conversion in Rumford
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t>liminatt>d ·the daily ash discharged, about 6,800 tons t>t•r }'t•ar. •nw
installation of a lime kiln at Rumford in 1960 rt>du<.·ecl tht• dischargt• of
lime mud (ulcium carbonate) hy about 3.5,000 dry tons 1wr yt•ar.
In-mill changes mad<' during the transition pt•riods 1960-5 which
redu<.·ed the pollution load to the riwr indudc:>:

I. Ground wood reje<.·tion refiner, $148,000
Central broke system, $1,560,000

2.
3.
4.
5.

\'acuum save-all on Oxfords #12 mad1int•, $250,000
Additional Kraft evaporators, $300,000
Brown Company shut down the sulfitt• pult> mill 196.'l

To indicate tht> continuous and progressivt• natun• of this part of tlK•
pollution reduction program the major <'Xpeuditun•s wt•rt•:

1946
1948-50
1949
19.56-7
19.57

.'
2J6

$38,000
87,000
72,000
27,000
9,000

1960
1961-2
1962
1963
1964-5

$11,000

260,000
22.'3,000
3.'3.5,000
2,000,000

KRAFT PULP PROCESS
HISTORY
A Cerman chemist Carl F. Dahl began a series of experiments in
1884 using sodium sulfate, Na2S04, instead of sodium carbonate
Na2C03, in the wood pulping process. This substitution produces
sodium hydroxide, NaOH, sodium sulfide, Na2S, and a strong-fiber,
hen<:e the German and Swedish name Kraft, "strong." For obvious
reasons, too name Sulfate process is also used.
Commercial use of the Kraft method was established, circa 1910, in
the Scandinavia countries hut was only slowly adopted due to the dull
brown <.·olor of the pulp which made a paper limited to uses where the
color was not objectionable. Another limiting factor was the
production of small amounts of very offensive organic sulfur
compounds formed in the digestion of the wood.
Forty-six years later, 1930, new bleaching techniques were
introduced which gave the fiber a high brightness and did not
materially redu<.-e strength or durability. Production of bleacl}ed
Kraft pulp increased at moderate rate during the next decade, then
rapid expansion due to I) lowt>r costs of bleaching, 2) less corrosion in
the digt>stors, 3) recovt>ry of chemicals from waste Kraft liquors and
4) a mlwh wider range of woods, including high resin woods, which
cannot he used in the sulfite process. During the nineteen-forties
Kraft pulp production exceeded that from the sulfite process and has
dominated the market ever since.
In the Kraft process strong wash liquor is concentrated by
<>vaporation and then burned to recover and reuse sodium sulfates.
The final wash liquor, too dilute for recovery of chemicals, was
discharged to the river. It is now reused for other purposes before
discharge into the waste water treatment plant.

KRAFI' PULP AND PAPER
in the
ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER VALLEY
BERLIN, N.H. AREA
In UHO th<> Berlin Mills company erected one of the first Kraft mills
on the North American continent, at LaTuque in the Province of
Quebec, Canada, to utilize its timber holding.~ and power rights. Two
years later Kraft pulp was shipped to Berlin for conversion into paper
in the CascadP Mill. Newsprint was slowly phased out in 1917 to
increase production of kraft paper to 000 tons a day,~ of all Kraft in

North America. LaTuque pulp was exported continuously to Berlin
until 1948, wh~n Brown Company• was producing pulp at the new
Kraft mill erected in 1946 and 1947. This mill, which was integrated
with the Cascade Paper mill, was the first to J>roduce kraft pulp in tht•
Androscoggin Valley. Operations began January 15, 1948, with initial
daily capacity for 200 tons, later was enlarged to produce 300 tons a
day and f inaHy increased to 750 tons. Hard and soft woods are used
but they are separately hatch digested and the ))ttlp, hleacht>d or
unbleached, is converted into a variE>ty of fine papE>rs, towels, tissut',
tablet paper and 9 1>oint sheet.
•~m·l•mtwr :x>, 191i, Rt-rlin :\lillsCmnpnn)· mKl B11rl(t'Ss 1-'ihrt· C':011111:111)' Wt'rl• rt'lmllll'<l
8rown Co1111111nr,

NEllTRAL Sl'LFITE SEMI CIIEMIC';AL PllLP
Brown Company E'l't>eted a huildinit to ma1111fa1.:t11n• 200 tons IK'r dar
neutral sulfite semi c:hl'mil..•al pulp, N.S.S.C. 01wrations ht•~an St•ptt•mtwr ro.
1966, with hardwood in a l'Ontinuous diitt•stor usinit sodium sulfitt• (Na2S03)
and sodium c:arhonntt' (Na2<))3). This proc:1.•s.~ yi,•lds about t•i1thty 1wrc:t•nt
(hnst>d on wood c:hips), of brown l·olon•d fiht•r for tlw 1uanuf,wt11rt• of
t:o rrt•gatt"d pa1wr. The strong wash• ·liquor is 1•,·apomh•d and hnntt'll to
rt'<.'over t·ht'mk•als, most of tht• diluh• waslt• w,1h•r is now rt'l.·)'dt•d.

Rll~ffORI), MAI!'l:E, AREA
Oxford Pa1'lt'r Companr• dost•d th,• Oxford division sulfih• mill Julr 1.
1959, then dt'molished most of tlw huilding to t•rt•t·t a modt•m Krnfl 1mlpmill
at a l'(>st of ahout $20 million. This l'<lllVt•rsion rt•ch1l·t•d lht• pollution lond to
th<' rivt'r hr ahout 901><•n ·1.•nl. Operations w1•rt• ht•1,111n Mar , 1961 with a dailr
,·apa<:il)' of 175 tons from softwood and 32.5 tons from hardwood.
Durinit 1977, using ont• c:ontinnous and six hatd1 di~t'Stors, tlw Kraft 1\1ill
produt'('(I 220 tons j)('rday of hlt•adtt•d softwood pulp and 3li() Ions 1wr dar of
hlt>a,·hed hardwoc><l pulp. Tht•st• nnd a dailr prndnl·lion of i5 Ions of
hlt>adwd ground wood pulp wt•rt• c:onwrlt'll into ahont I000 tons 1wr day of
c11iillitr conted papt•r. and lllll'Oatt•d pupt•r for lypt• htK>k, 11m~1zim·.
l·ommt•r<:ial 1>rintin1t, husint•ss and spt'l:ialtr papt•rs.
• 1967 to 1976 <hforcl P11pt•r Comp11nr w,as t~mtrolh•cl hy I::thrl Corporation. April l!),fl
8oist• C1L~·1ulc• C:orporntion, Buist•, ld11lto, pnrdtasl•tl <hfortl 1'111H•r C:0111pa11r :mcl
rc•nantl'(I it Boist• C,L~t·aclc• l'a1wr C:ronp.

CHISHOLM-JAY, MAINE, AREA
In the fall of 1963 International Paper Company began preliminary
work on a site in Jay for the construction of the Androscoggin Mill for
the manufacture of pulp and paper using the Kraft process. The first
section of the mill went 'on stream' December 1965, the second
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division was rompleted in 1967, and expanded in 1977; total cost of
about $280 million. This complex is the largest fine paper mill in the
world, five mammoth paper machines tum out 440,000 tons of paper
a year; carbonizing tissue, white and colored papers, forms bond
paper, coated publication papers, and printing paper.
Otis Mill after 90 years of pulp and paper production in Chisholm
was sold by International Paper Company on January 30, 1978, to the
James River Corporation of Richmond, Virginia. The new company,
the James River Otis Incorporated, plans to manufacture 40,000 tons
of special papers a year, including 'no-carbon required' paper, super
calendar release paper and dielectric stock. All water pollution
wastes are pumped to Intemational's waste treatment plant at Jay.

AERATION
The solubility of oxygen in water varies with temperature and
pressure. Natural water is seldom free from organic pollution and
rarely saturated with dissolved oxygen. Saturation deficits depend on
the amount of organic matter, microbial activity and the rate water
absorbs oxygen frorri the atmosphere. Two analytical terms are used,
perct-nt of saturation and percent deficit.
One millimeter of oxygen at 760 millimeters pressure and 00 celsius
weighs 1.43 milligrams. Concentration of oxygen in water may be
expressed as pounds per day in one cubic foot of water, parts per
million (ppm), or milligrams per liter (mg/1). Parts per million of
dissolved oxygen, times stream flow (cfs), times 5.4, gives pounds of
dissolved oxygen per day passing the sampling point. Water in
contact with green plants, during the day, may have saturation values
above 100 percent.•
Several studies of natural reaeration in Androscoggin River water
have been made by the Technical Committee analysts. In the
presence of active organic pollution in certain reaches of the river,
between Gorham and Rumford, the absorption of oxygen has
exceeded 1500 lbs per mile, per day.
In 1967 International Paper Company ceased operating the ground
wood pulp mill located at the Riley Dam. Closing the intake water
gates at the mill diverted the entire flow of the river over the dam. As
expected, a considerable increase in dissolved oxygen occurred and
the following two years a limited number of analyses were made, to
determine the dissolved oxygen gain, during the passage of the water
ove-r the dam. In 1970 water was sampled at the top of the dam and at
the intake of the Pump House, located about 1000 feet downstream
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from the dam, and analyzed. Testing began on or about the first day
in June and continued five days each week until about the middle of
September. The program was continued every summer including
1977.
The amount of aeration is influenced by the volume of river flow,
temperature pattern during the summer and condition of the water
arriving at the dam. Space does not permit a detailed description of
the analytical results but the author has averaged the data for 1970
through 1976 for comparison with those obtained in 1977 when, the
waste water treatment plants, in Berlin and Rumford, were
completed and in stable operation through the year.
TABLE Ill

Junt"-St•ptt'mber 1970-1976
St'Ven Year Avt'rages
Pnlocl

1970-1976
1977

Waln

et,

l>.O.

Tttnp. I(!

. . Ibo/day

..........
Caln

D.O. . po,INOcf,

3427
2870

20.5
20.7

30540
2.540

27.0
1.9

9.180
880

lliwrflow

The efficient operation of the upstream waste water treatment
plants removed the bulk of the mills pollution load which, in previous
years, was discharged direct to the river. The biological oxygen
demand and the dissolved oxygen depletion in 1977 were very small,
so when the river arrived at Riley Dam, the capacity for absorbing
more oxygen was a small fraction of that in previous years.
• (!I.oh•: Air c:ontains ont'-fifth oxyitl'n thl'l'l'for,r al an atmos1,h<'ri<' pressure of 760 mm

OX}'l(l'II pn•s.,nn• is onlr 152 mm for 100 l)l't'<.'t'nt saturation. Walt>r In <.·ontact with purl'
O:\')'l(t•n nl 760 nun 1m•s.,11rt• l'tmld 11ttuin 500 l)l'rt't>nt saturation.)

MECHANICAL AERATION
In the summer of 1968 the Technical Committee investigated
mechanical aeration for use in the Pond and to obtain data, which
could be valuable in the future, when secondary waste treatment
processes would be planned for installation at the mills. Brown
Company, Oxford Paper Company and International Paper
Company approved the project and each company purchased a
..Lightning" 50 H.P. 440 volt aerator, pontoon type, for installation
near Gulf Island Dam in the spring of 1969. The three aerators were
activated July 7 and operated until September 29. Initial costs were
$80,000 and electric pow_er consumption about $900 a month.
Extensive on site and laboratory research was conducted through
the summer and occasional testing during the next two years.
Considering the volume of water (2400 to 3700 cfs) and 60 ft. depth,
30
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the results D.O. gain 1.0 ppm, were favorable. Interpretation of the
data was very difficult due to variations of now, dissolved oxygen
entering the aeration area and rate of absorption and diffusion of
oxygen. Occasionally water temperatures, (August 19, 24.5°C,
August 20, 1969, 24oC), excessive foam and oxidation of traces of
hydrogen sulfide created additional problems.
A few years later, International Paper Company and Brown
Company installed the same type of aerators in their secondary waste
treatment process, but Oxford Paper Company decided to aerate
with compressed air forced through nozzles located in the bed of the
basin.
During the summer of 1969 the National Council for Stream
Improvement, New York, erected equipment for aeration about 100
ft. from the side of the East aerator at Gulf Island Dam. The process
consisted of forcing air and river water down a forty foot aluminum
pipe, 18" diameter and out through a diffuser connected at the
bottom. Operations began August 21 and continued for about a
month. This small scale aeration procedure appears to be somewhat
more efficient than the surface aerators but comparison is subject to
all the variables described on previous page.
The three aerators were operated continuously each summer, 1969
to 1974 inclusive, except for occasional short periods of high river
flow. In the fall they were removed by a large crane to the top of the
embankment and 'winterized.'
AERATOR LOG
Period of Operation
1969 July 7 • September 29
1973 July 17 • September l
1970 June 18 • September 16
1974 July 26 • September 4
1971 June 18 • September 20
1975 Installed but not operated
1972 July 3 • September 11
1976 Installed but not operated
1977 Dismantled and sold

POLLUTION ABATEMENT
IN-MILL

1966-1977
During this 'Kraft pulp' period, mill effluents -had lower
biochemical oxygen demand and generally produced a lower
demand for molecular oxygen in the river, especially upstream from
Riley, and much less water odor downstream.
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Years were spent by the mill staffs and advisors planning for Waste
Water Treatment and adapting them to the ever changing, Federal or
State or both, requirements for approval and procuring numerous
permits. Eventually, four waste water treatment plants were built by
specialists; two for Brown Company, one each at Berlin and Gorham,
and one for Oxford Paper Company at Rumford. International Paper
Company's new mill at Jay contained a primary treatment unit.
Another primary clarifier was installed in 1970 and later seconclary
aeration basins were constructed to complete the waste water
treatment process.

BROWN COMPANY
Brown Company operates two mills, the Burgess in Berlin and
Cascade in Gorham, N.H. When waste water treatment was in the
planning stage, a decision was made to construct a unit at each
location; total cost was $11 million.
Cascade Mill now produces a variety of fine papers, and towels
from bleached and unbleached pulps. The waste water effluent
contains solids and a very low biochemical oxygen demand. Primary
clarifier l:X, feet diameter, is operated with a retention time of 3 hours
to remove 90 to 95 percent of settleable solids. The effluent meets the
Federal (EPA) 1977 Guide-lines.
Burgess Mill. Waste water treatment, primary clarifier 190 feet
diameter, holds 3.5 million gallons and is operated at a retention time
of 3.5 hours. Secondary clarifier 240 feet diameter, is operated at a
retention time of 4.5 hours. Activated sludge process is used, 14 100
H.P. aerators, are fixed platform type, 7 each in two basins with a
total area of 2.3 acres. Retention time is 7 .5 hours. The process
removes settleable solids and up to 90I reduction of biochemical
oxygen demand. The effluent to the river meets Federal (E.P.A.)
1977 Guide-lines.
A staff of twelve persons including supervisors but not
maintenance, operate the two treatment plants. Total annual cost,
including sludge disposal, is $1 .80 million. Sludge is transported from
Cascade Treatment plant and recycled. Sludge from the Burgess
Treatment plant is transported to a land-fill site.
OXFORD PAPER COMPANY
Oxford Paper Company built a waste treatment plant, 1974-1976,
at a cost of twelve million dollars. Primary treatment clarifier, 220
feet ·in diameter, has a capacity of 4.3 million ga1'ons of waste water
and is operated at an average retention time of 3.5 hours. Secondary
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treatment is a High Rate Activated Sludge process, aerated by
compressed air through 837 nozzels, located in the bed of an 8 million
gallon basin, rete~tion time is 8 hours.
Waste water treatment removes settleable solids and 85 to 90ii of
the biochemical oxygen demand. The effluent to the river meets
Federal (E.P.A.) Guide-lines. Excluding maintenance, a staff of
eleven persons are employed for in-mill operation. Total operating
cost, including out-mill disposal of sludge to land-fill, is about $1.85
million a year. The sludge contains about 75 percent water and the
high mineral content renders burning difficult and expensive.
On May 8, 1977, Boise Cascade Paper Croup, successors to Oxford
Paper Company, publicly announced a $60 million project for the
construction of a new 1000 tons/day recovery furnace, multiple
evaporators, precipators and .boiler. Present plans indicate
completion of the project in 1981. The new furnace will replace
Furnaces A and B which were built in 1947 and 1958 respectively. The
new equipment will enable more efficient recovery of pulping
wastes.
Recently an in-plant effluent reduction system has been completed
at a cost of $1.80 million.
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY, JAY
The primary waste treatment plant in the new mill at Jay, was in
stable operation January 1966. The 190 foot diameter clarifier has a
capacity of 2 million gallons, for processing 15 million gallons of
waste effluent each day. A second primary clarifier having the same
dimensions was installed in 1973. After much experimentation the
secondary treatment plant was completed and in operation June
1974, using a Modified Aeration Stabilization Basin with sludge
return. The aeration basin covers 17 acres with 28100 H.P. aerators,
fixed base with vertical movement. In December 1976 two 255 feet
secondary clarifiers were installed for recycling secondary sludge.
The waste treatment plant cost about $10 million and requires a
staff of 14 persons for operation, laboratory and supervision. Total
annual expense including transfer of sludge to landfill is $1.61 million.
The waste water treatment removes settleable solids and reduces the
biochemical oxygen demand by 85 to 90 percent. Effluent meets the
Federal (E.P.A.) Guide-lines. As of this date (1978) most of sludge is
used for land-fill.
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Construction and Annual operation costs for Waste Water
Treatment for each of the three Pulp and Paper Companies are
summarized in Table 4.
TABLE IV
WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANT COSTS
("_..

Open,lioe"

C-.,.y

C".-ts

"-IC'-··

International
Paper Company

$10 million

$1.61 million

Oxford Paper
Company

$12 million

$1.85 million

Brown Company

$11 million

$1.80 million

•Includes sludge disposal but does NOT include depreciation
• •These costs will be higher as equipment grows older

BENTHAL (BOTTOM) DEPOSITS
Benthal deposits in the Androscoggin River consist of natural and
processed organic ~tter in various stages of degradation and silt.
High river flows move them downstream, eventually to settle in Gulf
Island Pond. Their color varies with age from a light brown to dark
brown and a humus black. The amount of inorganic matter, silt, clays
and sand, transported to the Pond is considerable; two islands in the
southern part have 'grown' during thirty years of observation.
Analysis of grab samples of bottom deposits in the Turner CenterCulf Island Dam reach indicate that the composition of the sludge
varies but typical analysis averaged about:
I. Volatile at 105°C
2. Total solids

6.>751 3. Volatile at OOOoC

3.5-251 4. Inorganic residue

51
30-201

MICROBIAL ACTIVITY
Microbial activity in water containing dissolved oxygen is confined
to aerobes but bottom deposits, devoid of molecular oxygen, are the
habitat of anaerobes and some facultative organisms which can
utilize combined oxygen. Anaerobic digestion of Benthic sludges
from the Androscoggin Pond, in the laboratory, y,eld methane, about
75 percent, carbon dioxide, about 18 percent, together with nitrogen
and hydrogen. Anaerobic bacteria, chiefly species of Clostridia,
decompose cellulose by a complex process, some intermediates are
butyric, lactic and ketobutyric acids. These and other compounds
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impart a •pig-pen' odor to the sludge. Reaction rates are relatively
slow, the writer observed for two years a kilogram of bottom deposit
sampled in An~roscoggin Pond. At room temperature (21-22"C) it
remained active for about ten months then activity slowly decreased
during th~ second year but had not entirely ceased after 25 months.
Obviously, conditions in the Pond could not be duplicated in the
laboratory, this experiment illustrates the slow decomposition of the
organic substances present in the sludge under anaerobic conditions.
Bacteria are sensitive to temperature changes and are seldom active
below f30C. Androscoggin River water is at or below this temperature,
in the Pond, for four or five months of the year, hence microbial
activity, if any, in the bottom deposits during this period should be
very small. Also, gas rising to the surface of the water is seldom
observed below So Celsius.
·
WATER ODOR
Pure water is odorless and colorless but natural water contains
carbon dioxide and usually small amounts of organic matter, which
impart a characteristic odor. The Androscoggin River as it arrives in
Berlin has an odor and color typical of water coming from a forest
area. Discharge of pulp and paper mill wastes from three locations
along the river, which began in the eighteen-eighties and continued to
1977, eventually created an odor in the water. Early records contain
an occasional reference to taste (cf page 54). In 1930 the three paper
companies financed an analytical survey of the river but the chief
interests were dissolved oxygen and biochemical oxygen demand.
During the next seven years very few public complaints were made
but in 1939 and 1940 a noticeable increase in objectionable odor
occurred in the Lewiston area and in the summer of 1941 became
intense from Gorham, N.H., to Lisbon Falls, Maine.
The constituents of the river odor were hydrogen sulfide, sulfite
pulp waste liquor odor and in some areas butyric acid was al!lo
present. Hydrogen sulfide is produced in river deposits by the
anaerobic vibrio desulfuricans when obtaining oxygen from sulfates
for its life processes. It is soluble in water and for many summers was
present in low concentration chiefly in the Gulf Island Pond area. The
odor was unpleasant but not a health hazard. When adequate
molecular oxygen is present in the river, hydrogen sulfide is
converted into sulfur and water. After control was introduced in 1947,
the occurrence of hydrogen sulfide in the river, upstream from North
Turner, was less frequent, probably due to more available oxygen in
the water.
During 1948 a change in the water odor occurred, when the first
Kraft pulp mill went on stream in Berlin. Kraft pulp waste liquor
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contains maladorous organic sulfur compounds especially ethyl and
butyl mercaptans (ethyl and butyl thio alcohols). These alcohols are
slightly soluble in water and are reported to be detectable by the
olfactory nerves in a concentration of only 4xl0-8 gram per cubic
meter of air. Mercaptans and many other odors, within certain limits,
appear to be more intense when diluted with air. Sulfite pulp waste
liquor odor disappeared from the river in 1966 and was replaced by
·kraft' odor.
Fortunately, when sufficient dissolved oxygen is present in the
river, most of the mercaptans and sulfides are readily destroyed.
During some summers when the flow of water was mu~h below
normal, dissolved oxygen was not always sufficient to completely
react with all of the kraft odors. Today and in the future, aeration in
the mill secondary waste water treatment process should be adequate
for both chemical oxygen demand and 90 percent of the biochemical
oxygen demand.
In the Pond area, between North Turner and Gulf Island, bottom
deposits contribute some odorous compounds to the river. The
deposits are usually anaerobic and the decomposition products are
chiefly methane but small amounts of objectionable odor compounds
are formed. (cf page 45). During 1977 the odor, when present, was
very slight and confined to small areas of the pond. With adequate
dissolved oxygen now present through the year, odor from bottom
deposits should cease in a few years.
FOAM

The occasional presence of areas of foam on the surface of the
Androscoggin River creates an unaesthetic appearance. The color of
the foam may vary from off-white to light brown and at times to dark
brown. Foams consist of air bubbles surrounded by liquid films.
They may be formed by mechanical agitation, passage over dams or
rips, and may persist for a few seconds or minutes or several days. To
form a persistent foam a stabilizing agent is essential. Most foaming
agents are (lyophilic), hydrophilic colloids such as water 'soluble'
soaps, certain polymers, clays, lignins and proteins. The nature and
thickness of the stabilizing films, whether mono- or poly-molecular
layer, at the interface, are decisive factors.
Hydrophobic (lyophobic) colloids such ·as lanoline, oil soluble
soaps, long chain fatty-acid glycerides and resin acids have large
molecules and, of course, insoluble in water. They usually form poly:
layer films and carry an ionic charge. Colloids formed in the pulping
process are related to the wood, soft woods yield tall oil which, when
converted into soaps in the digestor, can produce relatively stable
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foams. The kraft process yields. for each ton of paper. about 50
pounds of tall oil, (Swedish, taUolja, pineoil), which consists of about
50 percent unsaturated fatty acids. chiefly oleic and Jinoleic acids and
50 percent resin acids. Much of the oil can be removed by skimming.
the remainder is destroyed in the recovery furnace but some, in the
form as soaps. may reach the river and produce foam.
The unsaturated fatty acid soaps are hydrophilic but the resin soaps
are hydrophobic. One theory is that when both are present they may.
due to adsorbed ions. attract each other, the hydrophilic coating the
hydrophobic to render it more stable; a protective colloid effect. A
persistent foam sampled six miles from the place of origin, when
degraded in the laboratory, by agitation in water, the small oily
droplets formed on the side of the cylinder had some of the properties
of a resin acid. Research by the National Council for Air and Stream
Improvement is now underway to find a practical economic method
to eliminate the substances which form foam.
Defoaming agents are available but they are very expensive, some
of them have undesirable constituents. Also, they break the foam
when applied but do not prevent it reforming when agitated
downstream.
LICNINS
Dried wood contains 20 to 30 percent of a noncarbohydrate lignin
which acts as a matrix for the cellulose fibers. Lignins are complex
polymeric compounds containing phenolic or potentially phenolic
groups, which enables them to be solubilized in hot alkaline solutions.
The structure of lignin is changed during the pulping process, the
modification depends upon the alkaline reagent. In the waste wash
water, lignin derivatives are chiefly present as brown nonbiogradable
colloids and. of course, are not removed in the secondary treatment
process. They may be decolorized by chlorine in massive quantities
but only at a prohibitive cost.
The brownish color of some foams on the Androscoggin River
suggests that lignin derivatives may be important in their formation,
they may function as hydrophilic colloids alone or as a protec!tive
colloid or both.
AQUATIC LIFE
Prior to the construction of dams in the early 1800's, local records
indicate that fish were present in the river from the sea to the
Northern lakes. Species varied in certain areas due to the presence of
falls, depth and temperature of the water. Anadromous fish were able
to surmount the falls at Brunswick, Lisbon and, in much smaller

numbers, Lewiston. However, the eighty foot fall at Rumford proved
to be an impassable barrier. Dams erected in the three towns reduced
the runs of Atlantic salmon to such an extent that they were not seen
after 1817. Other species appear to have flourished, in some reaches
in the main stem, until the late nineteen-thirties; fish have always been
present in the tributaries and upstream from Berlin.
The growth of industry and population resulted in an ever
increasing pollution load to the river. The infant pulp and paper
industry began to expand at the tum of the century and due to lack of
technology, continued to discharge its waste products into the river.
However, dissolved oxygen appears to have remained adequate for
aquatic life throughout the early years of this century.
The first extensive survey of the oxygen resources of the
Androscoggin River was made during the summer of 1930. (cf Table
5) The results indicate that the oxygen content was sufficient to
support fish, however, at the southern end of the Gulf Island Pond,
during September 1930, only 2 to 3 ppm of dissolved oxygen was
present. Occasional objectional odor in Lewiston during the summer
of 193.5, indicated an area of anaerobic water in the Pond. Subsequent
odor conditions varied but during June to October, in 1937 and again
in 1940, the odor intensity and the area covered lead to the conclusion
that upstream pollution was creating a serious depletion of oxygen in
the Pond.
Record low flows in 1941, abnormal high water temperatures and
biochemical oxygen demands, produced very low and 'zero D.O.'s',
at all sampling stations from Lewiston to Gorham, N.H. (cf Table 6.)
Fish in ever decreasing numbers finally disappeared in some areas of
the main stem in 1941 and for several years their return was sporadic,
and chiefly confined to a few reaches where the dissolved oxygen,
during the summer, was above 4 ppm. Reduction of pollution loads to
the river, from 1948 to 1966, increased the number of reaches where
dissolved oxygen was adequate for "coarse fish.''
With the passage of time and the gradual conversion to the Kraft
process, the concentration of oxygen in the river increased. In the
summer of 19615 boys were catching catfish at a boat landing 1.75
miles upstream from Gulf Island. The large fish-kill which occurred
July 12, 1967, in the Pond between North and Center Turner Bridges,
was traced to an accidental spill of a soap toxic to fish. On July 22,
1968, a large fish kill occurred in the reach between Deer Rips Dam
and Boxer Island, when the water temperature was SOoF, dissolved
oxygen 1.0 ppm and biochemical oxygen demand 3.4 ppm. During
19TI all sampling stations, except those in the Southern end of the
Pond, had dissolved oxygen at or above 5 ppm. All samples· had
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record low biochemical oxygen demands, (cf Table 10). Fish were
present in the Pond from mile one to North Turner Falls.
The large deci:ease in ~he pollution load during 1977 resulted in
record high dissolved oxygen from Berlin to Lewiston and probably
.to the sea. (For a decade the last sampling station is the Cana1 at
Chestnut Street.) The increase of available oxygen will continue to
attract a larger variety of fish from the tributaries to the reaches most
suitable for survival. River water temperatures, in some summers,
may be too high for some game fish in the Berlin-Rumford reach. For
severaJ n:ules upstream from Riley Dani, the water is deep and slow
moving, should be suitable for warm water fishes. The Pond from
North Turner to Gulf Island Dam is a special case. During the
summer, water temperatures are higher than those elsewhere in the
river, ·and often·are recorded at 2,50C (770F) and occasionally~
(80.60F). Time of travel through the pond depends on the rate of
inflow; during an average August it is about ~ine days. At the present
time white perch appear to be dominant.
Downstream from Lewiston to Lisbon Falls, the content of
dissolved oxygen in the river increases, during the summer, to about
80 percent saturation, water temperature may decrease 1° to ~
degrees Celsius.
WILD LIFE
The return of fish in the reach between the two Turner bridges
attracted varying numbers of gulls, heron and in recent years
cormorants; mid-summer, 1976, a flock of cormorants was estimated
as about fifty. For several summers small groups of gulls have been
observed in the Pond, from Mile 2 to Mile 10; heron from Mile 4 to
Mile 9. Ducks do not appear to be as numerous as they were when the
West side of the Pond was a Came and Wild Life Preserve. In recent
summers cormorants, heron and ducks have been observed in several
reaches of the river upstream from North Turner.
WATER QUALITY
lndustria1 pollution of the Androscoggin River may be considered
to have begun, when the first lumber mill discharged sawdust into the
river. Early records, 1723, in the Brunswick area contain references to
Spring freshettes which swept away bridges, dams and saw mills.
Pollution of the river by·paper mills began at Berlin, N .H., in 1877,
when the Forest Fiber Company erected a small mill, to produce
paper from a soda pulp. During the remainder of the century new
pulp and paper mills were built in Berlin, Rumford and Livermore.
All of them discharged liquid and solid wastes into the river which,
however. did not seriously lower the water quality.
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For many years the City of Lewiston, but not Auburn, used
Androscoggin River water for domestic and other uses but when
occasional complaints were made of an unpleasant taste caused by
upstream pulp miU effluents, plans were made to utilize an
uncontaminated source and on August 15, 1901, at 1:30 pm, Lake
Auburn water was pumped into the city's system.
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES
For most of the nineteenth century w.ater tes~g was pri'mitive and
chiefly for poUutants which had their origin in domestic sewage. In
1870 Sir Edward Frankland, who had studied the rate of oxygen loss
from polluted water stored in stoppered bottles, concluded that
oxidation of organic matter in rivers, was a chemical reaction which
progressed in a systematic way and time was an important factor in
purification. He stated that ..there is no river in the United Kingdom
long enough to effect the destruction of sewage by oxidation."
L. W. Winkler, 1888, published his method for determining
dissolved oxygen in water. Years later modifications were found to be
necessary when certain contaminants were present. During the first
three decades of this century, Winkler procedures were used in
incubation studies of polluted water which eventuaUy resulted in
what is now known as Biochemical Oxygen Demand. The extensive
reports of the Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal, covered the
research of many workers studying the relation of time, temperature,
dilution and constituents, to dissolved oxygen depletion in poUuted
waters. After much research in the United States, especially that by
the Cincinnati group, the American Public Health Association
officially adopted standard procedures for determination of
Biochemical Oxygen Demand, B.O.D. (cf. A.P.H.A. Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and Sewage, 8th edition,
1936.)
Water quality analysis of Androscoggin water for dissolved oxygen
(D.O.) and biochemicaloxygendemand(B.O.D.), froml941 to 1965,
the Winkler hypochlorite method was used. In 1966 the Alsterberg
azide modification was adopted to replace the hypochlorite
procedure. B.O.D. incubation temperature, OOoC., and duration 5
days. Results are recorded as parts per miUion, ppm., and calculated
as pounds per day, (lbs/day).
REPORTS
Water quality reports were made on samples taken each Thursday,
May to October, 19-t3 to urn inclusive, at 14 station~ from Berlin,
New Hampshire, to Lewiston, Maine. The reports were mailed to the
appropriate State authorities in Maine and New Hampshire.
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The major factors which influence river water quality are l )
amount of industrial, natural, and sanitary wastes, 2) volume of
water, 3) water temperature, 4) natural reaeration, and 5) time of
passage. Prior to the stable operation of the waste water treatment
plants, mill effluent was discharged directly to the river. Although
Androscoggin River flow is controlled, ultimately flow, water
temperature and natural aeration are dependent on the weather.
Weather changes, and prior to 1977, water quality changed with it. A
few days of high air temperatures or precipitation or both often
produced dramatic changes in the quality of the water. During 1977
variations in water quality were comparatively small. The 85-90
percent reduction of pollution load (8.O.D.) and a considerable
increase of dissolved oxygen, produced a better and more stable
water quality.
During the past thirty-five years the river has been constantly
analyzed, observed and evaluated to determine the Water Quality.
Space does not permit including the extensive data but Tables 5 to 10
inclusive indicate the conditions which existed in 1930, 1941, 1949,
1959, 1966 and 1977. Data for the month of August are displayed, as it
usually has the lowest Quality of the year. Examination of the data
indicates that improvements in Water Quality, since 1942, were larger
in the upstream reaches than in those downstream from North Turner
to Lewiston, where water temperatures are higher, time of passage is
much slower and bottom deposits are larger.

Table
~

1930 First systematic survey. Pollution was not considered
serious.

6

UMl Metcalf & Eddy survey. Water quality the lowest on
record.

7

1949 First entire season under 1948 Court decree.

8

1959 Oxford Paper Company permanently reduced production
of sulfite pulp.

9

1968 First year all mills were producing Kraft pulp. Primary
waste treatment at Jay.

10

1977 i,:irst year all waste treJtment plants in stable operation.
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TABLE V
ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER 1930
Dissolved Oxygen (ppm)
(Weekly Averages)

.........

STATIOl'iS

w...

July
4
5
August
1
2
3
4
September
1
2
3
4
October
1
2
3
4
5

a-

......

fl.07
6.28

5.39
7.38

S.42

6.54

8.24
8.80
7.70

.,,..

.a-.LD.

Ca.I

Swtll
.,._

6.70

4.77
5.40

5.01
6.08

9.62
9.98

6.42
8.zl
8.58
8.50

5.30
6.43
8.47
7.90

4.09
5.88
7.52
7.65

5.45
4.75
7.87
7.3.5

9.87
10.99
9.32
9.00

7.62
7.3.5
6.62
7.09

8.01
7.10
6.95
7.25

7.77
6.77
6.20
6.62

6.87
6.46
4.48
5.52

6.65
6.18
4.87
5.12

9.22
9.98
9.50
10.10

7.70
9.15
8.15
9.68
10.78

8.45
9.25
8.39
10.01
10.90

8.45

7.73
8.00
7.83
9.68
10.80

7.49
8.18
7.70
9.78
10.53

11.o.5
11.00
10.54
12.57
11.80

Dbllolil

3

4
October
1
2
3
4
5

VqWo

8-

8.10
8.03
10.13
10.80

.. .

cm...t-

July
4
5
August
l
2
3
4
September
1
2

...,en ._,ant

-v•

u--

..,.

J•y

........

lllrld,.

y_..,.

.........

5.95
6.92

4.63

4.4.5

4.25
4.90

4.30
7.09

4.58
6.17

5.20
7.77
8.00
8.12

5.29

3.94
6.11
7.08
7.72

3.85
6.49
6.77
7.5.5

3.88
7.o.5
7.58
8.3.5

4.31

7.18
7.80
7.75

7.42
7.80

8.86
5.52

7.00
7.35
6.62
6.64

6.40
6.45
6.45
6.44

5.3.5
7.00
4.85
5.31

6.o.5
6.40
4.98
4.89

6.00
6.38
5.95
5.65

5.10
6.90
5.43
5.50

2.98
3.03
2.51
2.08

8.01
8.58
8.34
10.32
11.40

1~11
8.70
7.30
10.09
10.90

6.20
8.18
6.80
9.01
10.70

5.79
7.87
6.62
9.52
11.12

6.88
8.00
7.59 '
9.14
10.85

6.82
8.32
6.89
9.44
11.22

2.71

6.29
7.13

• About eight miles below Livermore Falls
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TABLE VI
Analysis and Observations of Androscoggin River• September, 1941 •••
B.O.D.-$day
H~

T....,_
'C

~
pplll

17

7.36

76.0

2.8

17

l .~

13.0

16

0.24

Above Rumford 1840
(V.B.)

17

0

Rumford (V.B.) 1670
Dixfield
Gilbertville

19
19
19
18.5
19
18.5
19.5

0
Trace
0
0
0
0
0

Lecadoe

Flow

l
1576
Above Berlin
2A
Above Corham

°"""'
IS..

~

..__.

...,..

T..t.6Oolo,•

Calo,

None

l

Musty 3

YeUow2

33.0

Fiber3

2

Sweetish3

YeDow2

2.4

31.0

Fiber 2

.2

Sweetish 3

YeUow2

0

26.0

fiber l

I

Sweetish 2
Disagreeable 2

22.4
20.0
18.4
18.0

~)F••

.2
I
1
1

18.0

2F

1

15.7
16.0

IF

2

Pulp Mill 3
Pulp Mill 4
Pulp Mill 3
Sweetish 3
Sweetish3
Sweetish3
Sweetish 4
Sweetish3

3

Bethel
4

Jay

Livermore Falls 1314
North Turner
East Turner
Gulf Island
1670
Deer Rips
South Bridge
Lewiston

21.5
21

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

19.2
15.0

3F
3F

IF
IF
None

lF
None

3

xBerlin to above Rumford: September 11; Rumford to Lewiston, September 6
•These figures signify as follows: 0-None; I-very slight: 2-slight; 3-distinct; 4-decided
••F•Fibrous
· •••Made by Metcalf&: Eddy, Engineers, Boston, Mass.

t,

2

None
3

....

Yellow

(H2S)3

No sample
Yellow

(H2S)3

Yellow

:t

TABLE VII
Androscoggin River Tests and Observations
Date Sampled August 4, 11, 18, 25, 1949
Averaged

""dt

Salm

N•

1764

1. Above Berlint
2. Gorham, N.H.
3. Gilead, Me.
4. Bethel
6. Rumford V.8 .
7. Dixfield
8. Canton Point
9. Rile2: Dam
9a. Chisholm
10. North Turner
11. Turner Center
12. Gulf Island
13. Deer Ril,?S
14. Lewiston Canal

1812

1812

,._
-c:

pH

ppm

IW.

ppm

22.9
22.5
22.1
21.9
23.5
22.9

6.8
6.0
6.3
6.4
6.3
6.3

7.00
5.53
·3.74
4.22
2.45
3.37

82.1

23.6
23.9
23.9
24.7
24.8
24.9
24.8

6.2

0.03
0.73
0.84
0.08
0.19
0.12
0.31

0.3.5
8.6
9.9
0.94
2.2
1.4
3.6

DISSOLVED
OXTCEN

-

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.4

6.1.2
41.6
47.9
9.8.5
38.7

c..

0.53
9.70
5.70
3.71
4.91
10.00

"
"
"

-

.9.24
5.87
6.61
4.18
4.22
4.24

So(;

.., - · ~

"-

. ~

-=:::!._ -

__....

~ ___ ....__- _ _ -

-

~

sa.dp •

-

"
"
"
"

0

2

4

0
0
0
0

0

l
1
1
0
0

0
0

0

NR-Not Recorded
tBell's
•o--none; 1• slight amount; 2-medium amount; 3-large amount; 4'"Very large amount

i ~. -..=...-.-_,' • -

. ,.......

T..,.._
.,,

11.0.D.f

2
2
1
0

0

v-

Nil"

-

.

Ollar

1

"
"
0
0

3
l
1
2
1

l

TABLE VIII
Androscoggin River Tests and Observations
Date Sampled August 6, i3, 00, Z'I, 1959
Averaged

...

B.O.D.S

OXTCl!N
lllaL
ppm

1111(;

.......
......

c-

22.1
7.23
1.04
0
~
6.7
82.1
5.71
64.9
13.6
22.0
6.6
0
2. Gorham, N.H,1
80.7
22.0
6.6
5.34
8.54
0
3. Gilead, Me.
22.0
6.6
5:39
61.2
6.91
0
4. Bethel
22.2
6.6
3.44
39.1
3.48
1
6. Rumford V.8 .
2233
22.8
6.9
4.11
47.1
10.5
1
7. Dixfield
8. Canton Point
22.0
6.8
1.71
19.4
5.T1
1
9. Rilei Dam
2-U
22.4
2.06
23.5
9a. Chisholm
22.8
6.8
3.06
35.1
4.04
1
JO. North Turner
)9.1
6.8
1.66
3.04
23.1
0
11. Turner Center
6.8
0.64
7.51
3.62
0
12. Gulf Island
2649
23.8
3.78
24.1
6.8
0.34
6.~
0
13. Deer Ri2s
23.6
6.7
0.73
8.39
2.72
14. Lewiston Canal
0
NR-Not Recorded
f-Sbelburne
t-Bell's
•hone; !•slight amount; 2-medium amount; 3-large amount; 4-very large amount

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

""'1. Above Berlint

Temp.

d•

"C

pH

-

~

DISSOLVl!D

.,.

Flow

ppm

T..W.,.

.

"

FNil"

-

.

0.,

0

"
"
"0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

I

TABLE IX
Androscoggin River Tests and Observations

Ha

...

1. Above Berlin!

Date Sampled August 4, 11, 18, ~. 1968
Averaged
DISSOLVED

Pr-

Tomp.

OXYCBN

ch

II(;

pK

ppm

IIW.

1893

19.9
19.9
20.0
20.4
19.9
20.5

6.5
6.5
6.6

7.9.1
7.18
631
7.06
7.01
5.99

86.1
78.0
69.2
77.5
76.2

-.0.0.$
ll'C:

.....

0.50
2.92
1.97
0.95
1.01
6.14

,.......
!z:Na
-

2. Corh!!!!!z N.H.
3. Gilead, Me.
6.6
4. Bethel
21(5
7.0
6. Rumford V.B.
65.8
7.0
7. Dixfield
8. Canton Point
96.9
20.7
6.9
8.82
2.55
9. Rile1;: Dam
4.12
46.3
3.70
21.9
6.4
9a.· Chisholm
2175
6.8
3.99
45.0
2.fr7
21.3
10. North Turner
6.1
2.82
32.0
1.85
22.0
11. Turner Center
0.92
10.6
0.74
6.7
2235
23.1
12. Gulf Island
15.9
22.9
6.7
1.39
O.trl
13. Deer Ri2s
1.05
22.6
6.7
2.12
2'U
14. Lewiston Canal
NR-Not Recorded
t-BeU's
•o-none; !•slight amount; 2-medium amount; 3-large amount; 4-very large amount

c..
•

....... ,._. .

Ow

SWp•

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

l
0

l

0

l
l

2

2

l

0

0
1
0
0
0

1
1
0

2

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

_,,.____-

l

0

l

0
0

1

0

""
"0
0

TABLEX
Androscoggin River Tests and Observations
Date Sampled August 4, 11, 18, 25, Im
Averaged

......

•1. Above Berlint

ti

DISSOLVED

Plow

T....,
'C

2659

18.2
18.8
19.0
19.0
19.9
20.0
20.3
20.0
20.5
21.2
22.1
22.9

d1

6.4
6.5
6.5
6.4
6.6
6.8
6.8
6.7
6.7
7.0
6.9
6.7
6.6
6.6

a.o.o.s

.... ..... ....
OXYCl!N

pH

8.02
7.95
7.65
7.45
6.80
7.00

84.5
84.2
78.9
79.5
73.8
75.9
75.3
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0
0
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0

0
0
0

0
0
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1

0
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2. Corbam, N.H.
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3. Gilead Me.
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4. Bethel
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6. Rumford V.B.
3350
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7. Dixfield
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6.90
8. Canton Point
6.73
2.25
9. Rilel'. Dam
3.42
7.59
3000
9a.Chisbolm
6.18
2.50
10. North Tomer
1.75
6.13
11. Turner Center
3450
4.60
2.:n
12. Gulf Island
22.5
4.08
2.33
13. Deer Ri2s
22.4
5.00
2.50
14. Lewiston Canal
t-Bridge Street Bridge
•O-Oone; !•slight amount; 2-medium amount; 3-large amount; 4-very large amount

-

-

0
0
0
0
0

sa.q.•

Odor

0

0

2

"

1

-0

-3

0
-0

0

0

0

.

.

0
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

FORECAST OF THE FUTURE
Based on thirty-five years experience and a detailed knowledge of
the conditions of the Androscoggin River before and during 1977 the
writer makes the following forecasts.
·· BERLIN. N.H. - NORTH TURNER, ME.
1. Dissolved Oxygen. During the summer should be about 80
percent of saturation; in the cold months range from 80 to 100
percent.
2. Biochemical Oxygen Demand. (five day 2DOC) With the present
state of technology and assuming a good rate of production, the
range of 2 to 3 mg/1 may exist during the warm months.
3. pH. Range 6.5 to 7.1.
4. Foam. Research may result in a procedure for reducing the
amount and persistence of foam.
5. Floating sludge. In the Gorham, N.H., and Riley Dam areas,
floating sludge may be present for a few years.
NORTH TURNER - LEWISTON
The southern end of the Androscoggin Pond will be the last reach
of the river to retain 80S saturation of dissolved oxygen during the
warm months. For about four or five years, dissolved oxygen may be
lower and biochemical oxygen demands slightly higher than those
upstream. Floating sludge will continue to decrease in size and total
amount and should be seldom observed. An estimate has been made
that they will disappear in four to five years.
After leaving Lewiston, river water rapidly absorbs oxygen, in
recent years it has arrived at Lisbon Falls about 80 to 85 percent
saturated, and it should continue to do so in the forseeable future.
Biochemical oxygen demands will be influenced by the amounts and
nature of organic increments from- the Little Androscoggin and
elsewhere in the Lewiston area.

POSTSCRIPT
Thirty years ago the amount of water required to produce one ton
of paper in an integrated mill was 60,000 gallons. Today only 30,000
gallons are used per ton of paper. Advancing technology indicates
smaller volumes will be required in the not too distant future.
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